By using the theory of codimensions the ¿"-ideal of polynomial identities of the Grassmann (exterior) algebra is computed.
1.
Introduction.
An important question in P.I. algebras is to describe the T-ideal of identities of a given P.I. algebra. The problem seems to be quite difficult and up to this point the only known cases are the identities for the commutative and nilpotent algebras.
In this paper the question is answered for the case of the Grassmann algebra using a method which seems open to generalization.
2. The codimensions of the Grassmann algebra.
The Grassmann (exterior) algebra E over any field F of characteristic /2 is generated by the sequence of f.ia) = -1.
From the above we have /: 2" x S -> i+li.
We shall be concerned with the 72!, hence d = n\ -dim,, (Q n V ix)) = n !-(77! -rankc H(n)) = tank,-H{n). Q.E.D.
We define some notations to be used in this section:
iiv---,i)=(1 2 ■■■". \eS . (ii) A =D =M{"-X).
(iii) C =-F = M("_1).
(iv) B = II". , (n) and AF"' have linearly independent rows and hence it follows that IV" -II" = E -3 has independent rows. Therefore L, and hence AF" , has independent rows. Q.E.D. induces an isomorphism i/7: V (y) -> V ix) which is an into linear transformation.
Using this notation we have the following lemma, whose proof is immediate:
Lemma (3.2). (a) Mix) e </z(l^ ' \y)) Ç V^*>(x).
(b) ifAU(sX)iy))ÇUlkKx). Write / = 2 / as a sum of homogeneous polynomials in every variable, and since F is an infinite field, each / £ P. We shall show that f e Q and hence we may assume that / itself is homogeneous.
Assume that x . has degree t in /. If t = I f is already multilinear, hence in p. So t > 1 and we may assume that x^ has degree t. In the multilinearization Then we conjecture that, as in Theorem (3.1), ""=fo-1)1 W-l)"-d+1.
